








SA SALON SCENE I

DATES
SALON FINAL SECTIONS SALON DIRECTOR

CLOSING EXHIBITION POSTING
1999 -NATIONALS

Bethlehem 29/1/99 10/3/99 1 R SLIDES Judie Troskie
Pictorial PO Box 758
Nature 9700 Bethlehem
PRINTS Tel: B(058)303-3686
Monochrome Tel: H(058)303-0594
Pictorial
Colour
Pictorial

National 18/3/99 30/4/99 COLOUR SLIDES Detlef Basel APSSA
Schools Open PO Box 73056
Exhibition of PRINTS Lynnwood Ridge
Photography Monochrome 0040

Open Tel : (012)804-8404
Colour
Open

Germiston 17/5/99 26/6/99 SLIDES ONLY Lindsay Duly APSSA
IErmelo 10/7/99 18/8/99 Slides onlv Sarel van der Linde
I Florida 10/7/99 18/8/99 Prints only I Ben van den Berg
Hoeveld 3/9/99 12/10/99 Slides only Willie Labuschagne
Edenvale 3/9/99 17/9/99 27/9/99 Prints onlv Sadie Glibbery
Southern Suburbs 26/10/99 7/12/99 Prints only Hans Busscher

(provisional)
Kalahan 2o/TUI99 (112/99 [Slides only I heo KleinhansHSSA

1999 - INTERNATIONALS
PIEP 23/1/99 4/3/99 COLOUR SLIDES Pieter Bellingham

Pictorial PO Box 37070
Nature 0043 Faerie Glen
PRINTS Tel: B(012)316-5469
Monochrome Tel: H(012)991-2527
Pictorial
Nature
Colour
Pictorial
Nature

Kodak 4 in 1 20/3/99 5/7/99° SLIDES Danie Bezuidenhout
Salon Circuit Pictorial APSSAAFIAP

Nature PO Box 13774
PJ 1038 Leraatsfontein
Studio and Tel: H(0135)7-0925
Industrial Tel: B8(0135)693-7293
Experimental and
Contemoorarv

East Cape 12/4/99 16/6/99 COLOUR SLIDES Barrie Wilkins Hon
Pictorial MPSSA FPSSA(Dux)
Photo Travel Hon FRPS FPSA
Nature - excluding PO Box 5237
birds 6065 Walmer
Nature - Birds only Tel: H(041)51-1738
PRINTS Tel: W(041)51-1214
Monochrome
Pictorial Nature
Colour
Pictorial
Nature
Small Qommercial
Min. 7x9 inches
Max 8x12 inches

SA Inter-national 20/10/99 29/11/99 Prints & Slides Dr David Benn APSSA
• Can't forward slides from circuit to other salons.
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SA Salon Scene

NOTE TO SALON
DIRECTORS:

PSSA standards on salons require
that:
1. Applications by clubs to PSSA
to present a PSSA patronage
salon should be in writing on the
prescribed PSSA form.

2. Application forms should be
submitted 6 months before the
intended closing date to ensure
efficient and orderly scheduling
of all salons.

3. Contact the PSSA Salon Co
Ordinator (Johan Botha
(011)475-3138 (h} or(011)889-
7611 (w)) forapplication forms,
etc.

Overseas Salons
Information/entry forms on the
following overseas salons are
available:
Closing 19 February 1999:
32nd SAN ANTONIO
INTERNATIONAL (USA)
Nature & Pictorial slides
US$ 7.00 per section

Closing 24 February 1999:
GREATER FLORIDA
INTERNATIONAL
Pictorial, Contemporary, Nature
Please forward stamped, self
addressed, AS envelope to Johan
Botha for entry forms.

Market Place
FOR SALE

Olympus AF Zoom lenses for
OM707:
35-70mm 1:3.54.5 : RA4OO
70-210mm 1:3.5-4.5- R600
Contact JOHN GROSSE
TeVFax (041)38-3276

FOR SALE

PhotographicGuide: "Howto take
excellent photos"/'Hoe om puik
foto's te neem by Johan Louw
FPSSA.

This comprehensive guide is easy
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to understand, practical and not
too technical. It dealswith subjects
such as : characteristices of a
good photo; judging criteria; types
ofcameras; measurementoflight;
electronic flashes; choice and
handling of films; most common
photographic problems and
solutions. Available in English or
Afrikaans at R100.

Contact : Johan Louw FPSSA
TEL (012)565-6062
208 KALIPIE STREET
PRETORIA NORTH 0182

Book Review
How to Take Excellent
Photos by Johan Louw

FPSSA
Reviewed by Reg Ansell Hon

FPSSAFPSSA

Amy & I have the privilege of
frequently being invited to lecture
at many clubs especially the out
of-town clubs where access to
information and expertise is
limited.

For many years now I have
been trying to locate some of the
original Kodak "HowTo" booklets
to recommend as a ready
reference. Although I am afraid
some of the information is a litt le
dated, a lot of the photographic
information is invaluable.

Now I have an opportunity of
referring everybody to a book that
can answer all those questions,
and some.

I doubt there is another book so
pack-full of information which is
so related to our type of
photography from the One Star to
the Five Star worker.

The reason:- it is wri tten by an
active South African Club worker
and a consistent Salon worker
who has shown us how he has
mastered our Art and its Science.

This is a ready reference book
for all of us, wri tten in a style that
all can enjoy and team from.

There are two editions, one in

Afrikaans and the other in English
which furtherestablishes its home
of origin.

Adose friendwho isa Technicon
Lecturer has stated that this is
going to be a future reference
book for his classes.

It certainly is going to be my
recommendation to clubs which
Amy and I visit and I hope will be
included on the Regalia Division
order form.

REG ANSELL

FIAP DISTINCTIONS
FORAUDIO-VISUAL
The present rules for obtaining
Audio-Visual distinctions are
nearly fifteen years old. The time
has come to update them
alongside the regulations for the
other branches of photographic
activities.

It would have been desirable to
issue one single regulation. This
solution was examined in the first
place.

It soon became evident that
Audio-Visual is an artistic way of
expression quite differentfrom the
others using a single fixed image.
If we wish to respect and
encourage artistic freedom to be
creative,Audio-Visual should have
its own rules to be able to develop
and expand.

The Directory Board of FIAP, in
collaborat ion with the Audio-Visual
Commission, in the person of its
President, has recognised the
validity and desirability of the
principle above and has drafted a
new regulation forthe Audio-Visual
Distinctions, which the Directory
Board and the President of the
Audio-Visual Commission,
consider to be the most suitable
without undue difficulty or ease.

Therefore, from now, there
exists two different, but parallel,
ways to achieve FIAP Distinctions:
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FIAP Distinctions
a) the usualwayby traditionalway

photographic images (paper
prints and/or slides) giving
access to AFIAP, EFIAP and
MFIAP titles

b) theAudio-visualwayoffering
the possibility to achieve
Audio-Visual FLAP titles such
asAV-AFLAP,AFEFLAP,AF
MFIAP

In this way and for the future, the
Audio-Visual artists will have
available to themtheAudio-Visual
FIAP titles confirming their
capabilities and their talent in the
kind of photographic activity they
cherish.

The AF-FIAP badges have the
samecoloursasthe otherbadges
of FIAP but will carry in addition
the letters "AV''.

In the same way as
photographerspractisingthe other
types of photography the Audio
Visual authors will have the
possibility ofaccessto both types
of distinctions, as they can be
achieved separately {by
corresponding types of activity)
and can be cumulative.

FIAP wishes that identical
proceduresbeapplied forall types
of photographic activities to gain
access to distinctions and will
therefore, for the granting ofFIAP
acceptance points, only
consider acceptances and not
the prizes obtained in the events.
These acceptances have to be
limitedwithin reasonable numbers
and will have to be confirmed by
the grandjuryofthe relative event
Diplomas of acceptances.
(equivalent to the acceptance
labels forpictures)will be given for
these works.

In addition, "slide sound
series" and "diaporamas" will
constitute in future one single
category called sequences.
Indeed, veryoften, the organisers
do not make the distinction
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between thesetwotypesofwork.
There are less than ten "slide
sound series" in the Audio-Visual
FIAP Yearbook, while, in reality,
many more exist. Anyway the
organisers are entirely free to
decide to hold a preselection and
to propose to the participants
categories of their choice for the
inscription of the works.

FIAP is aware that some of
these rules may appear too strict
to certain federations having
limited possibilities in somefields.
However in countries where the
authors have available to them a
great number of events under
FIAP Patronage or where there
are better facilities for the
production of duplicates, the
federations concerned have to
tighten the possibilities ofaccess
to FIAP titles, in order not to
depreciate their value.

The new regulations can be
made available to you either by
your federation or by the Audio
Visual Commission of FIAP.

Thisinformation isbycourtesyof
Thomas Niemeyer APSSA AV
AFIAP. Prospective applicants
should contact Pam Smith for
copies ofthe detailed conditions
containedinFIAPdocument295E
- EDITOR

Kodak Editor's Award
In March 1997 KODAK
announced that in order to
encourage the highest possible
standard in Club Newsletters, they
would award three prizes to the
editorsofthewinning publications.

The prizes are for KODAK
product and the firstprize isR5OO,
the second R250 and the third
R100.

The criteria used in making
these awards were:

(Exposure given to KODAKfIm?
Is it a coincidence that winners
AFO are said to be using Kodak

film exclusively?)

Timeous publication

Layout. A well proportioned and
uncluttered layout

Legibility. Type size and the use of
legible font

Quality of reproduction

Neatness ofstapling

The finalist club newsletter
nominees, in alphabetical order,
are:

AFO (Korrell), Amanzimtoti
(OPTI), Camera Club of
Johannesburg (Viewfinder),
Bethal Fotografiese Vereniging
(Lens Nuus), Cape Town
Photographic Society (Cape
Camera), Durban Camera Club
(Pan)< East London
Photographic Society
(Perspective), Edenvale
Photographic Club {Focus),
Germiston Camera Club
(Newsreel), Hermanus
Photographic Society
(Snapshot), Krugersdorp
Camera Club (Krugersdorp
Zoom), Port Elizabeth camera
Club (Lumen}

Firstprize isawarded to the editor
of "Korrel"

Second prize goes to the editor of
"\Viewfinder"

Third prize goes to the editor of
Krugersdorp "Zoom"

IMAGE SUPPORT
FUND

Acknowledgement with sincere
thanks is extended to the
followingmembersfor theirextra
financial support of IMAGE

Benn DJ Martin IR
Crous T McSweeney BJ
Delport JJ Mitchell AP
Greathead J Reuning ?
Hirschowitz S Siebert AJ
Hutton B Walker L
Liebmann V Wilkins H
Luntz H
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Voicess
Webpage

Is PSSAMerely a Notice Board?

"Image carries very skimpy
photographic content. There are
a few boring letters relating to
memberswho feel threatened by
others or by changes in
photography. Besides this,
something is always said about
awards, degrees, and diamond
clusters. Besides the book
reviews, which I enjoy, there is
very little else of substance. The
magazine has been used to
becomeaglorifiednoticeboard or
diary of the so-called "important
photographic events" in South
Africa."

DesBerkowitz, LettertotheEditor
ls Photography ArtorCraft?

"Photography means different
things to different people - an art,
a craft, ameansofself-expression,
a mediumofcommunication: the
providerofproof, an eye-witness,
a manipulative liar.

What it shouldn'tbe is an imitator
offine-art, a reflection (or copy) is
never as good as the original.
Individualitybecomessuppressed
by mimicry. Allowing the vision of
othersto comebetween theworld
and personal vision frequently
produces mediocrity.

The photographer should NOT
aspire to become a painter. An
exponent of ''Neue
Schlichkeit" (New Realism)
reasoned: "The secret of a good
photograph, one that possesses
aestheticquality, lies in its realism
... leaveArttotheartists... produce
photographsthatcan stand alone
on account of their photographic
quality."

Malcolm Lyle, The Craft of
Photography

"If digital photography is a
departure from traditional
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concepts ofwhat photography is
oroughtto be then Frank'swork is
closest to those concepts. His
work is essentially realistic with
some romantic overtones
perhaps, but basically his images
are true to the referent. They
represent, in classicphotographic
terms, a specificthing ata specific
placeat a specificmoment in time.
Even if the specific moment is
stretched a little such as in his
Etosha Elephants where some
elephants have been moved
around, added or eliminated, the
image still looks like a genuine
photograph. Louis' images, on the
other hand, sometimes do not
look like photographs at all. His
favourite filter it would seem is a
kind of smudged pastel effect. I
question the validity of making a
photograph look like a painting."

Dan Swart, Events Exhibitions

"Photographscaptureexperience,
furnish evidence, and bring us the
world on a pieceofpaper, the truth
of which most people take for
granted. Even though
photographsarecropped, altered,
retouched, and merely
representative of the subject
photographed, there is always a
beliefthat something occurred or
exists, which the photographer
recorded. One ofthe inventors of
photography, William Henry Fox
Talbotpredictedthathis invention
would have believability because
people would presume that the
photographer was present, at a
specific time and place, as a
witnessto an event. This idea that
a photograph "mirrors reality'' is
what gives all photographs
authority and a powerful
believability unshared byanyother
art form."

ExtractfromPhotographyinFocus
"What is Visual Literacy"

Where to Free Photography?

Swartland CameraClub receives
our newsletter on an infrequent

basis, as do most other clubs in
the PSSAfold andMarieke Bruwer
responded to the article relating to
competitive versus free
photographyinourlastViewfinder.
Her letter, reprinted below was
published in the PSSA IMAGE
magazine (Sept '98) and her
question whether a separate
structure should be establishedto
cater for photographers who find
competition for its own sake
detrimental to their style of
photography, requiresan answer.
An informal interpretation/
discussion circle was initiated in
the now infamous Agape group,
which as far as I am aware is no
longer functional. Yet all, or most
of the Agape members are still
active, competitive club
photographers. The conclusion
mustinevitablybethatcompetition
rather than discussion is the one
element that retains the amateur
photographer's enthusiasm and
interest! Touche Barry!!

Andforall usFreePhotographers,
if we're left no choice but to
compete, there still is no reason
why we shouldn't have a drawer
for our private pictures ; the ones
that the. judges will never like!"

Huck Orban, Editor

Digital a Licenceto Print Golds?

If the exponents of this new
direction (computermanipulation)
are only limited by their
imaginations, (as we are told),
then whyare certain imagesdone
'to death'. The fact thatthosewho
have access to imaging software
tendto lack imagination isprobably
due to being overwhelmed with
choice. This generates the dual
problems of laziness and
complacency. As is seen, an
image is re-manipulated oyer and
oyer again,_ with no photography
occurring at all. The fact that this
occurs doesn't bother me
generally, but when I am
competing against the same
photograph ad nauseum then I
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Voices
object, and feel almost insulted.
The time is running out for the
fundamental change in our
perception and acceptance of
these imagesto occur. Computer
manipulated images such as are
submitted and judged as
photographs at the slide section
meetingsmustbedoneso in their
own category.

Noel Hutton, Adding Fuel

Ve r.st guard against
comp:itive jealously. The club
judge, like everyone else, is
intimidated by what he does not
understand. When he sees an
unusual slide and doesn't know
how the effect was achieved
(whether by the touch ofa button
or hours of darkroom work), he
submits to lackofexperience and
givesthephotographerthe benefit
of the doubt: a Gold award. The
competitive club photographer
fancies Gold awards and
consequentlyexploits hiswinning
technique to the fullest. Our only
recourse as adjudicators,
appraisers andclamorous critics,
is to become conversant with
digital imaging; tobecome masters
of the technique itself. Then we
will have licence to criticise."

Huck Orban, Editorial

Image Survey 1997 :
Perceived PSSA
Shortcomings

The recently introduced
innovations following the Image
Surveywill undoubtedlyexcite the
expectations of the competition
minded members. However,
amongst the many comments
returned in the survey, several
perceptions of themes remain
unanswered, manyconceming the
non-competitive aspects of dub
photography. Of the perceived
shortcomings, the training of
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judges seems to be paramount.

These are some of the more
pertinent comments from the
Survey and subsequent letters to
IMAGE.

1.PSSA "judging", training and
specialiasation needed.

PSSA noteducating judges on
creative and impressionistic
photography - Hymie Luntz

Specialisation is important, as
a judge I too need training- Luc
Hosten

Judgesshould be made aware
and educated to the worfd of
photography - Mike Feldman

Onlyby taking criticism to heart
arejudgeslikelyto improve their
standards - Leon David

2. PSSA ignored by clubs and
club members

The negativity ofdubmembers
towards PSSA stems from
ignorance and negative
influence of disgruntled senior
members - Gerhard Beukes

Clubs must letmembers know
what PSSA has to offer - Kin
Bensusan

PSSA is notdoing anything for
me personally - Nel Browne

3. PSSA Is a closed club and
stereotyped

PSSA is a closed club run by
staid members - Brian Arnold

I am intimidated bythe concept
of PSSA, a group of top
photographersbeyond the reach
of us lesser mortals - Paddy
Holdcroft

PSSA vereiste te streng en
sterotiep - Andries du Plooy

4 .PSSAandthe"disadvantaged"
How much is done to develop

photographyamongst previously
disadvantaged people? A rich
culture can be tapped - Martin
Kellerman

5. PSSA must care for junior
members
PSSA must stay the father to
the junior and younger
photographer - Jan Jacobs

6. PSSA must promote itself
Little done by PSSAto actively
promote itselfwith slide shows
and videos - Cyril Ovens
More membership drive and

informationon benefits needed
- lvor Migdol
PSSAand amateurphotography
does not sell itself to the SA
public, magazine and
newspaper editors don't know
what good photographyis
available - Martin Maine

7.PSSAdirectorship influenced
by individuals
AIhoewel ek grootwaardering
het vir die toe-wyding en
opofferingvandie PSSAdireksie
is dit tog jammer dat sekere
fasette totaal deur individue
oorhees word - Com Malan

8. PSSA subscriptions too high
SUbscriptions fees are getting
a little high, we may well lose
members - Vossie Vorster

9. Congress/Conventions elitist
and too expensive
Should be cheaperand shorter
to accommodate younger and
pensioner members - Ronald
King
Congress is only there for the
top dogs and other experts 
Neville Meyer

10. PSSA too competitive,
recognise AGAPE
PSSAhs nothing to offer those
who photograph for enjoyment
rather than competition 
Shannon Clark
Agape should be encouraged
and recognised - Izak van
Niekerk
The voices are asking for more
educatedjudging,whymustthe
artistbe dead and buried before
the work finds acceptance? 
Dido di Domenico (Image Novi
Dec '97)

11. PSSA neglects video
PSSA and Image have no

video sectionorarticleson video
- Ken Lightfoot
Much more should be done in
the field of video-photography,
namelycriteria for honours and
awards, competitions, etc 
Bridgette Pacy-Tootell

12. PSSA guidance needed on
nature slide enhancement
TerryCarew, in a letterto Image
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN
AFRICA

REGALIA DIVISION
Tel: (011)421-0992

ORDER FORM

PO BOX 17073
BENONIWEST
1503

UNIT QUANTITY TOTAL

PRICE REQUIRED PRICE

PSSABADGE R17.00

PSSABLAZER POCKET BADGE R28.00

PSSAAPSSA/FPSSA BLAZER BADGE R30.00

* INFINITY BADGE R16.50

• BLUE INFINITYTIE R33.50

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 4) R11.00

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 6) R12.00

SLIDE POSTAL BOX(Holds 12) R13.00

ERIE SLIDE MASK SELECTOR R25.00

ERIE SLIDE MASKS (20 HALVES PER PACKET) R13.00

BOOKLET -'PHOTO-JOURNALISM' R4.00

BOOKLET -'FOKUS OP TROUFOTO'S' R4.00

BOOKLET - 'PORTRAITURE FOR BEGINNERS' R4.00

BOOKLET - 'BUILD A FLASHMETER' R4.00

FOCUS ON WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY R4.00

ALUMINIUM SLIDE MOUNTING TAPE 1/2"

PRICE ON APPLICATION

TOTAL VALUEOF CHEQUE

* = CLUB ORDERS ONLY

FULL NAME:

ADDRESS:
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